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ABSTRACT
Mobile computing and pervasive environments are mainly characterized by heterogeneity of devices, with different capabilities, resources, operating systems and applications. In a realistic scenario for context-aware computing, middleware should be deployable in the whole distributed system, despite device’s resource limitations, and the developer should be able to evolve the context model when new context-aware applications or context providers are introduced. This paper discusses how context modeling and design of middleware architecture can impact on the efficiency of provision, distribution and access of context information in heterogeneous environments. This paper describes a middleware architecture and design strategies in order to address such requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Context-aware computing is widely accepted as a suitable paradigm for the development of applications for mobile and pervasive environments. The main purpose of context-aware computing is to allow the dynamic adaptation of applications and services in order to guarantee an adequate usage of device and network resources, and to properly handle runtime requirements of applications. Context-aware middleware should ideally enable specification and management of adaptations of three types: service, inter-services and application [2].

One of the main characteristics of mobile computing environments is its heterogeneity: the environment is composed of devices using different technologies, resources, operating systems and network capabilities. Such heterogeneity produces an important impact in middleware development. From an practical viewpoint, middleware should be deployable in devices with different resource limitations [15]. Moreover, heterogeneity must be supported without compromising other important requirements for distributed systems, like performance, availability and security.

Evolution is another aspect directly related to heterogeneity. In environments supporting context-aware applications, the modeled context can change when new applications, sensor or context interpreters are introduced. Consequently, context models should be flexible in order to accommodate complex context structures and relationships, as well middleware should ease incorporation of new context types at runtime.

This paper discusses the impact of heterogeneity in context models and middleware development, and presents some policies for context information access that can improve overall context-aware middleware performance. We present an architecture that takes into account the heterogeneity and the context model to allow efficient interaction among devices and services - mainly for the purpose of context information access - and how it contributes to an evolutionary perspective of context usage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses how context modeling and middleware architecture design can be affected by heterogeneity concerns. Section 3 discusses some policies for context access and exemplifies how they are adopted in the current middleware research. Section 4 presents an middleware architecture and policies we are proposing to address the challenges of han-
dlding context in heterogeneous environments. Finally, section 5 presents the current stage and future directions of our research and some conclusions of this paper.

2. CONTEXT IN HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENTS

Research in context-aware computing has been exploited in two main directions: context modeling and middleware support. Research in context modeling has been focusing on development of context models that accounts for the variety of mobile and pervasive environment requirements. Research in middleware for context-aware systems has been oriented towards the development of middleware architectures that support many adaptation paradigms and performance guarantees, despite of resource limited devices. These research areas are directly connected, since the context model adopted by a middleware may require the adoption of more complex context management and storage mechanisms. In other words, the complexity of a context model determines the complexity of a middleware context handling capability. Coutaz et al [5] presents this relationship as a conceptual framework that interconnects an ontological foundation for context modeling with a runtime infrastructure (middleware). We believe that such interdependence has been neglected in most middleware projects. As result, most middlewares have adopted context models that are restricted to a single context domain (e.g. local execution context [2, 4, 11, 21, 22] or location [16]), or, alternatively, the complexity of the middleware’s context processing hinders its deployment in resource limited devices.

The choice of the context model impacts the middleware development in three ways: (a) the context model may increase the complexity of infrastructures required to handle context; (b) a middleware can use context modeling to infer how context will be used by applications; for example, a modeling could specify if the use of a context is limited to the device that produced it; and (c) the context model can allow applications to set precision requirements that may affect performance of context dissemination. For example, context models that support quality-of-context can define several degrees of precision and freshness and determine how middleware is supposed to deliver the context. The analysis of these interrelationships could open opportunities for performance enhancement in middleware.

Another aspect to be considered is evolution of the context models: on one hand a context model should be flexible and generic to allow inclusion of new context information, but on the other hand middleware architectures should efficiently handle new context.

We are mainly interested in the challenges that heterogeneity imposes on context modeling and middleware design. In pervasive environments, heterogeneity has hardware (physical), software (logical) and architectural aspects. Hardware heterogeneity is characterized by the presence of different computing devices, such as desktop computers, PDAs and mobile phones, as well as different network technologies integrating these devices. The challenging consequence of such heterogeneity is its demand for middleware infrastructures that can be deployed both on server workstations and on portable mobile devices. Software heterogeneity is characterized by the presence of different operating systems and applications, which demand software interoperability and the adoption of context models addressing specific application requirements. Architectural heterogeneity is achieved when network interconnections among devices do not respect any known architecture. Hence, such heterogeneity demands adaptable and scalable middlewares in order to provide seamless communication. It also suggests the context models may be limited to some network domains, because some context information may only be relevant to a set of applications or devices. Table 1 summarizes the impact of such heterogeneity aspects in context models (M) and middleware development (MW). In addition, each of these aspects has an evolutionary component: when a new device type or application is introduced in an environment, context models and software infrastructure should be adapted, in order to accommodate the new requirements.

Some previous research has already focused at handling heterogeneity of pervasive environment. For example, CoCo [1] handles heterogeneity of context information services, caused by the adoption of different context models and context services in different network domains. CoCo provides an infrastructure and a language to describe context models and provide interoperability among context information services. However, we are not interested in this kind of heterogeneity. Hence, we assume that any context service and infrastructure is built upon a same middleware.

The following sections discuss how context modeling and middleware design can address heterogeneity issues.

2.1 Context Models

According to Strang and Limhoff-Popien [23], ontology-based and object-oriented based models are the only models suitable for context modeling for pervasive computing [23].

Several projects have adopted the object-oriented (OO) paradigm to model context information, such as GUIDE [4]. This modelling approach is simple, easy to deploy and efficient, since OO languages are widely adopted. However, the use of an OO context model requires implementation of infrastructures to support all context operations, such as storage and querying.

Most of current research in context modeling focuses the use of ontologies to specify context information and the relationships among contexts (e.g. [3, 18, 17, 24]). Ontologies provide a powerful paradigm for context modeling that offers rich expressiveness and support the evolutionary aspect of context modeling. In order to process ontologies, the system architecture must provide an ontology engine capable of making inferences over ontologies. This requirement may impacts on the performance of local context management in resource limited devices because they are imposed to maintain the ontology engine at a server, instead of locally. Some

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>resource limitations</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>network interfaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>applications</td>
<td>M/MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>local context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scope of context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>context domains</td>
<td>M/MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>network architecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Impact of Heterogeneity Aspects in Design of Pervasive Systems
middlewares [3] use agents to transfer the resource-hungry computing for handling ontologies to servers at wired network.

2.2 Middleware Support
Most middleware research efforts have handled heterogeneity in mobile and pervasive systems either as an interoperability issue or "solving it at a higher level, using static and dynamic reconfiguration" [12]. However, one orthogonal question that remains is: What policies, strategies and architectural approaches can improve middleware overall performance and scalability? Roughly speaking, currently proposed middlewares try to satisfy such requirement by offering performance enhancing infrastructures, distribution management and suitable paradigms for context-aware computing.

Since early work on context-aware middlewares, there is a common effort to allow the inclusion of context sensors and providers of different technologies and as an evolution of the whole system. For example, Context Toolkit [21] offers the abstraction of widget, which applies for context providers and context interpreters. Context Information Service [14] proposes a similar approach in order to provide context handling in a more generalized way.

 Another direct opportunity for performance and scalability enhancements is the context dissemination by distributed services [10], instead of centralized context services as [6]. However, some centralized services can still be used to disseminate context for specific domain of context interest. For example, SCI middleware [7] splits the mobile environment into ranges, which define domains of devices and applications where context information is managed by a single context server.

SCI’s light-weight software component called context entity [7] allows the deployment of resource limited devices or sensors in its architecture. Middlewares that adopt ontology-based context modeling [17, 8] usually adopt an agent-based interaction paradigm allowing resource limited devices to process context-based computations. However, this approach can increase the number of interactions over wireless links and limit the use of context when the device is running disconnected from network.

Another opportunity for performance enhanced is the adoption of suitable communication paradigms for mobile systems which are better suited to the use of wireless links and intermittent connectivity. Several middlewares have adopted publish/subscribe [20] and tuplespaces-based [10] communication approaches.

In order to support an evolutionary use of context, some middlewares [25] explore the concept of context discovery. A middleware that support this concept allows applications to discover and use new context types and sources at runtime.

3. ASPECTS OF CONTEXT ACCESS
Heterogeneity creates some complex scenarios for context access. Figure 1 illustrates a scenario in which parts of a context information are provided and maintained by distributed entities.

This scenario shows that, in heterogeneous environments, contexts tends to be highly distributed and that evaluation of context attributes imposes network communication through wireless and wired links.

Middlewares for context-aware computing usually adopt some implicit policies or restrictions to context access which have direct impact on performance of context management. We have identified six aspects: communication, distribution, updating, context service placement, context evaluation, and context querying.

Communication. The communication policy specifies how context information will be disseminated or gathered through the network by interested applications. Asynchronous communication has been widely accepted as the suitable communication paradigm for mobile computing. Middlewares commonly implement this communication approach adopting either a publish/subscribe-based paradigm [20] or a tuple-spaces-based paradigm [10]. However, synchronous communication is still important for context-aware computing as it allows querying context data. For example, in a location-aware system, an application may need to query the set of devices located in a specific area.

Distribution. The distribution policy specifies how access to distributed context information is supported. Some middlewares [2] offer only support for local context, i.e., context data probed and used only at a device. Current middlewares take a more flexible approach and support distributed contexts that can express situation of a set of entities that may be distributed over a network.

Updating. The updating policy specifies how a context information is updated at a repository and how this update is disseminate to context consumers. The most common policy is to send frequent updates in order to guarantee that context consumers access the up-to-date context information. Another approach is to enable context consumers to use intelligent components that infer the actual information based on a history, or evaluate the information’s freshness through a comparison of timestamps. This approach is very useful to manage quality-of-context attributes, such as information confidence.

Context Service Placement. The placement policy specifies where the context storage and processing will be hosted. The simpler policy is the adoption of a centralized context service [21] but it imposes performance and scalability problems. Distributed context services can be implemented using four approaches: interconnecting context services distributed through a network [7], maintaining a context service in order to handle local context plus a remote service to disseminate context among other devices, implementing ad hoc services to enable context management in ad hoc net-
Context Evaluation. The context evaluation policy specifies how a context-aware application evaluates each attribute that composes a context information. There are two approaches: **eager** evaluation and **lazy** (on-demand) evaluation. The performance of each approach depends on how complex is the context model and the behavior of the application that uses the context.

Context Querying. The context querying policy specifies if the middleware supports context querying, and how it is executed over context repositories. For some middleware, context querying is **unavailable**: context consumers should register interest in context in order to be notified asynchronously when it changes. Consumers infer that the current context state is the last received notification. Middlewares can support queries in two means: **centralized handled queries**, in which a query is sent directly to the repository that maintain the context, and **distributed queries** [9], in which a query can be distributed among several repositories and the result is composed as a unique context information.

4. **ARCHITECTURE OF A CONTEXT SERVICE**

In order to address such challenges, we have designed a Context Service for the MoCA middleware [20]. This context service aims at flexibility, allowing runtime incorporation of new context information types and new context inference agents. We designed both the context service architecture and the context modeling approach, as they are closely related.

The design of our context service was driven by the following requirements: (1) adoption of a generic and flexible context model that could be dynamically deployed in the middleware architecture; (2) improved performance, allowing the fast access to and dissemination of context information, avoiding the intensive use of network and memory in limited-resource devices; and, (3) support for interoperability, facilitating the use of the service on different devices, operating systems and programming languages.

In our approach, essentially three components interact to create, disseminate and use context information: **context provider**, **context consumer** and **context service**. Each of these components are network entities, represented by applications, services or hosts. The context provider is an entity responsible for publishing a certain context information; it can be the generator of a raw-sensed data or just an interface between a sensor and the middleware. The context consumer is an entity interested in a given context information. The context service is responsible for receiving and storing context information, and to disseminate it to context consumers.

Unlike some architectures that suggest the use of specialized context providers (e.g. aggregators in [21]), MoCA’s Context Service adopts a homogeneous approach, in which any context provider uses a single API and the same infrastructure. A context provider can publish either device’s local context, that would serve only for the purpose of the hosting device, or context of a less-specific domain which can be disseminated by hosts distributed over a network. A context provider can even be a context inference agent, such as MoCA’s LIS service [13] which transforms IEEE 802.11 RSSI values into location information.

Instead of defining specialized context providers, our architecture offers a middleware implementation according to the target device’s resource limitations. In resource limited devices, such as PDAs and mobile phones, the middleware actual implementation adopts policies and services in order to decrease the use of network resources, memory usage and access context efficiently. For example, for this sort of device, the context service is configured in a way to keep the view of current local context as simple as possible and avoid using resource hungry services such as a log. Some of these properties are defined statically, when the middleware is deployed at the device, and some are dynamic. Depending on the requirements of the consumers and providers of a device’s local context, a negotiation among clients and the middleware shall configure the service as best suited as possible to the local application requirements. Of course, there is a trade-off between the properties that can be dynamically negotiated and the complexity of the middleware implementation, what may interfere in the resource consumption as well. Section 4.3 presents our approach for static and dynamic middleware configuration.

### 4.1 Middleware Architecture

The Context Service is composed of the basic elements shown in figure 2. These elements have the following responsibilities:

- **Context API** a layer that provides to application a unified access to any middleware service.
- **Event Service** is responsible for providing asynchronous communication, delivering contexts and events to interested clients. The event services adopts a publish/subscribe paradigm and offers a specialized API to handle subscriptions for contextual events.
- **Type System Manager** maintains the dynamical context type system, solving and recognizing the available con-

![Figure 2: Context Service Architecture](image)
text types at runtime. The type system manager also solves context domains and its location, when a context is composed of sub-contexts placed in different network locations.

**Repository** maintains the database of context data.

**Sub-services** additional services that ease the development of client applications, and improves the performance of the whole system. Cache and query services are examples of such sub-services. The query service is responsible for translating client queries to context repository queries and deliver its result to the client.

The behavior and internal architecture of these components may change depending on the device at which the middleware instance is deployed. The overall system is composed of several distributed middleware instances that interact with each other.

In order to make adequate use of device resources and improve the overall system performance, we propose that a specific version of the above components be created for each device class. For example, server hosts have enough resource to store the all context types as well as maintain a context repository that stores a huge context database, offering services such as context history that demands a large amount of disk space. In contrast, in a resource limited device, the type system usually only maintains local context types and a volatile context repository. The device’s operating system may also influence the middleware behavior: for example, in non-multithreaded OS (e.g. Palm OS), the middleware will act passively, adopting different policies for context provisioning.

This complexity for middleware behavior selection suggests to keep the interaction among components as simple as possible. In order to address such simplicity, complementary services are implemented as loosely-coupled services. One example is our privacy service [19], that is implemented as an orthogonal service of MoCA’s architecture, differently of other approaches such as [11].

### 4.2 Deployment of Context Types

One of the fundamentals of our approach is strong typed context handling. A context model is mapped to object-oriented language constructions that the developer uses in his application in order to access context information. Application-specific context is handled using the same approach.

We follow an OO model for context handling, instead of an ontology-based model, because, currently, limited resource devices do not allow the usage of local ontology engines.

Figure 3 shows the steps for deployment of new context type. The deployment of a new type occurs when a new context must be introduced in the context-aware system. There are two main steps: context modeling and the context model processing.

The first step consists of modeling the new context information using our XML-based modeling approach. In this XML file, the context modeler specifies attributes, characteristics, relationships with previously specified context, quality-of-context attributes and the provided queries to request context synchronously. A detailed discussion about our context model is not in the scope of this paper.

In the context model processing step, a Context Tool reads the XML file and executes the following tasks:

1. Validates the XML syntax and the context model;
2. Updates the context type system and initializes the repository for storing the new context information;
3. Generates a library containing the language bindings to the deployed context, similarly to the RCSM’s approach [26]. Currently, we have only implemented a Java language bindings for context information.

When an application developer needs to use a context information, he reads the context’s XML modeling file to understand the context semantics, and includes the binding library to his application. The language bindings allows the application to access context information as object references or attributes, and query contexts using object methods. Dependencies with another context information are included in the binding file. To start using a context, applications must be registered at the middleware, identifying its requirements for context provisioning, which will be discussed in next section.

### 4.3 Configuration of Context Access

Another important issue for improving the performance of context handling is context evaluation, i.e. how a context information obtained from the middleware is evaluated at runtime by applications. We have adopted an approach of setting the middleware to use adequate policies for context access, depending on the context models, application requirements and context domains.

A context domain is a logical boundary that establish the scope of a context information. At least two context domains should be investigated when designing middleware: local domains and non-local domains. A local context domain contains context information provided by a device, such as cpu usage, available memory and operating system. On the other hand, non-local context domain contains context information provided and maintained from another context provider, so an access to its context requires, at least, one hop through the network. Our middleware provides a same API for accessing context of both local and non-local context domains, so application does not need knowledge about middleware behavior or context information distribution in order to implement efficient access.
In order to access and evaluate context information efficiently, we adopted a static and a dynamic middleware configuration that adapts context evaluation behavior to the properties of the context modeled and to runtime application requirements.

4.3.1 Static Configuration

In order to access efficiently context of local domains, our middleware implements a light-weight local instance of a context type system and context repository, instead of keep any local context in a remote context repository. The middleware provides a local cache service that improves access performance.

Additionally, the middleware behavior changes depending on how a context information was modeled. At context deployment time, the Context Tool verifies the attributes of a context information and sends to the context service information that allows it to choose the more suitable policy for context access. For example, consider a context attribute declared as static, i.e. an attribute that has a constant value (e.g. the OS type/version used by a device). When deploying this context in a context type system, the context service is configured to disseminate and update this attribute only at first time an application requests the context.

Our context model specifies some other properties for context attributes that help middleware to process context more efficiently. Such semantic properties can help application developers to understand the dynamic behavior of a context information and, in some cases, to develop applications that use a context information more adequately.

4.3.2 Dynamic Configuration

Besides static configuration based on context model, our middleware allows dynamic configuration at application startup time. When an application is started and registers itself at the middleware, it can define specific policies for using a context information. These policies are based on application requirements about the precision of context information it is interested in.

Freshness and on-demand (lazy) context evaluation are examples of access policies that can be set by application. Several applications using a same middleware instance can select a different policy for accessing a same context information. In this case, the middleware chooses the more restrictive policy in order to adhere all application requirements. Using such dynamic configuration, the middleware can choose the better moment to publish context and execute context queries.

We are investigating how quality-of-context modeling can be used to provide a richer dynamic middleware configuration. Currently, we are just planning to implement freshness and context precision properties as parameters used to setup our middleware policies.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have discussed the mutual dependence between context models and the design of context-provisioning middleware, and have highlighted six core aspects related to the implementation of middlewares for distributed, heterogeneous and evolutionary context management. Focusing on context evolution, device heterogeneity and efficient context distribution in a mobile network, we have proposed a flexible architecture of a context service that allows for the dynamic addition and removal of new types of context information. This architecture has means of describing the interrelationship among context types and also provides support for the development and maintenance of context-aware applications.

So far, we have developed a prototype of a context service based on our architecture, and which is now being integrated with other components and services of our context-provisioning middleware architecture MoCA, in particular, with our privacy service for context access. Through this integration, we aim to validate the architecture’s ability to support configuration of context access and evolution of the context model.

As part of our future work we will investigate extensions to our architecture in order to accommodate also quality-of-context parameters in a flexible way, and explore dynamic configuration of the middleware at changes of the context types and access requirements. We are also planning to re-search how context consumers can specify and use context views, i.e. selected portions (attributes) of a complex context type. We believe that specifying a context view without changing a context model can create new opportunities for enhancing the efficiency of context access.
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